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George Scribner shares hfs eight-year
journey patnting one world's most

recognized landmarks

f 'm in the eighth year of the most significant art experience of my life: documenting
I the expansion of the Panama Canal in oil paintings. I was born and raised in Panama,
and it's been an honor to be part of what is for Panama its most significant historical
achievement since independence in 1904.

In 2007 , Panama began a seven year, $5.5 billion project to enlarge the existing
Panama Canal, which was compieted in 1914 by the American government. A feet of
newer and larger ships were unable to use the existing canal and the Republic began to
enlarge the existing canal to accommodate these larger vessels. In a 1996 plebiscite, the
citizens of Panama voted overwhelmingly in favor of undertaking this historic effort.

It was my wife, Debbie, who suggested doing paintings of the construction. \7e were
on one of our trips to Panama to visit family-we now live in Los Angeles where I work
for the'Walt Disney Company-and were standing in the rotunda of the Panama Canal
administration building looking up at the magnificent murals rVilliam B. Van Ingen had
been commissioned for the opening of the original canal.

"You should do this for the canal expansion," she suggested. I thought it was an
amazing idea. \[hy didnt I think ofthat?

One of my earlier paintings of the Panama Canal, a work titled Woiting for the Locomotives.

Painting the Panama Canal Expansion, 2007-2075
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Me lyes? (Can you hear me?),9 x12" (23 x 30 cm) My first study ofthe canal,

&,PROPTTilE
After getting back ro the United States

I drafted a proposal to the Embassy of
Panama in \Washington, D.C. One of the
painting subjects that had always fascinated
me was the Panama Canai, and in my
proposal I included paintings I'd done of
the existing Canal over several years. There
rvas something about trying to capure the
size and grandeur ofthe canal in a painting
that had always appealed to me, and I
believed my painting sryle could capture the
enormous scale of the planned expansion.

I wrote that I was a dual citizen of
Panama, and for the past 33 years had been
working for the rValt Disney Company as

an animator and animation director. I noted
I had directed Oliaer and Compary, a full
length animated feature in 1988; had done
story and concept work on The Lion King
and Fantasia Continued; and was currendy

an animation director at lVa.lt Disney
Imagineering, the division that designs and
builds Disney theme parls.

I also pointed out there was precedent
for this idea. A number of artists, including
Alson Skinner Clark, had painted scenes of
the first canal construction berween 1910
and 1914, including paintings done on site.

A few weeks after submitting my
proposai the Panama Canal Authority (the
division of the government that runs the
canal) responded posidvely, and a few weela
later we met in Panama. To their great
credit, the Canal Authority had set aside
funds in their budget to have Panamanian
artists chronicle the work. Like the first
canal effort, they felt it was important to
have this historic effort seen from the point
ofview ofPanamanian artists, and as a dual
citizen it was an honor to have been selected

to be part of this immense effort.
I7e agreed that I would do four to six

paintings a yeat the size and subject matter
to be decided mutually. \Torking sequentially
I d begin with dry excavation; move on to
depicting the dredging ofthe ship channels
and the Culebra Cut (the portion of the
cana.l that cuts through the highest point in
the mountains); then Gnally the last stage of
work, the construction of rhe massive new
locks on either end of the isthmus.

Before beginning the project I thought it
was important to do a small study. I wanted
to be clear that my sryle would be a looser,
more suggestive approach-less photoreal
and more painterly in nature. You never
know when you begin a project (they think
one thing, you think another) but they were
happy with the study and agreed with my
approach. Great.
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Taking reference shots at the Pacific side Lock site.

1. 5(OUT LOCATIONS
I visited the work site in 2007 , and for
the next seven years would travel to
Panama several times ayear to document
the progress, taking notes and doing
small painting studies on site. I took
countless photos (including close-ups of
the equipment) and tried to absorb the
immensity and energy of the work sites.

The Panama Canal Expansion is currently
one ofthe largest infrastructure projects
in the world. Each set of locla has three
chambers each measuring 1400 feet in
length, 160 feet wide and 60 feet deep and
the three chambers stretch a mile end to
end. You could lay the Statue ofliberty in
each lock chamber.

2. PAINTIiIG ON IO(ATION
I painted small studies on site as often as

I could. On my trips, the Canal Authority
was very generous to me, providing a driver
who not only escorted me on the work sites

but patiendy spelled out the construction
process at each stop. I learned more about
concrete and earthen dams than I ever
thought possible.

I wanted to paint on site because in my
experience photos tend to burn out the lights
and crush the darks, removing color in the
shadows. Itt also hard to capture the energy

Painting at the Lock.

of a construction project this immense (dust,

smoke, noise) with just a camera. During
dry season the excavation equipment would
kick up clouds ofdirt, filtering the light in
a yellow-orange tint. It was an exhilarating
experience being on location.

If I ran out of time, I d make notes of the
colors I'd used on the side ofthe canvas or

lf I ran out of time, l'd make color notes on
the side ofthe canvas or board.

board. I was more interested in getting the
relationships ofthe big color notes and the
color temperature than the exact colors.
I worked in various sizes, nothing bigger
than 11 by 14 inches on Masonite or birch
plywood boards, which I'd cut up from
larger sheets and sed with fat house paint.

I generally had a couple hours to paint

Painting on location.

Painting the Panama Canal Expansion, 2007-2015



before the light changed. The weather is

unpredictable, particularly in rainy season

where in halfan hour it can change from
clear blue skies to intense gray, blinding
rainstorms. Nothing like running for cover
with an easel and a rough study that had
now become an abstract painting from all
the rain.

3. MAIERIALS
In addition to a small Open Box M easel,

I carried a lightweight tripod, a small
assortment of bristle brushes (brights and
filberts) and a limited color palette of the
primaries, plus viridian, black (for mixing
quick grays) and burnt sienna.

I m a big fan of burnt sienna-I get
beautiful grays miing it with ultramarine
blue, and itt very close to the overall color
ofthe soil here. Itt also ideal for fesh tones
and very handy when working quickly.

I used Cobra water mixable oil paints for
all my onsite work. I'd tried various brands
until I found this one, which was the closest
to the feel and texture ofregular oils. They
still tend to be pastier and a little harder to

l'm pretty sure this is what I looked like to the
workers while painting on site.

work with, but I didnt want to be carrying
mediums, turpentine, etc., in the field and
being able to clean up with water was a

big convenience. To thjs day itt a1l I use

outdoors and in my classes.

There's nothing Iike painring on site.
Once while painting at the Pacific lock site
a fuel truck suddenly lurched to a stop and

My equipment setup.

a pack ofconstruction workers leaped out
to have their picture taken with me. (I think
they might have glanced at my painting, but
that wasnt important). One guy even said
he couldnt wait to tell his wife heU had his
picture taken with "alguien bien famoso"
(someone very famous). Not sure where that
idea came from, but I went with it,
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0ne ofthe sketches I did on location that became a larger painting.
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My palette.
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Back in my Los Angeles studio I meaked the
photos ofthe site in Photoshop (I rarely got
everything I wanted), as well as added any
elements I thought the composition needed,

for example a foreground vehicle or some of
the workers to give the painting scale and
depth. I painted with my computer next to
my easel and generally lightened the source
photo and boosted the saturation to try and

add some color back into the shadows.
Also, the scale the work was so massive

I would often add human flgures or vehicles
(something recognizable) to convey the
immensiry of the project.
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lntothe Loke,3lx40" (76 x 102 cm)

The existing man-made lake, called Gatun Lake, also had to be widened and deepened to handle the larger ships scheduled to begin transiting the enlarged canal.

I was trying to get the late afternoon haze that's common during the dry season.

Above: A reference photo

Left: My studio setup
o
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Value study Color block in
Here's an example of working out the values and colors using Sketchbook Pro on
a tablet equipped with a pen. As an option to putting out paint and working on a
canvas this was a big convenience and could be done anywhere.

PAINT A SMAI.I. SIUDY
I worked out the large value and color
relationships on a either a small canvas or a
computer tablet. One lesson that stuck with
me from all the worlahops I'd ever taken
was the va.lue of preparation-working out
the value and color relationships in small
thumbnail sketches before beginning the

SUA@E BV STA@

final painting. This saved me much grief
and I spent a lot of time at this phase (and
still do). I didnt want to be working out
the large color and value relationships on a

4-by-4-foot canvas,
This to me is time well spent. In my

painting classes I encourage students
to spend as much time as possible at

this stage-work small and get the big
relationships down in a thumbnail. It's a
very quick way to to work out all the big
decisions-the focus of the painting, the
composition, values and color harmony. I'm
also a fan of a limited palette. You learn more
about color when you have to mix a color
and the colors harmonize as well.

E

A shot ofa sketch in the tablet.

Here's a stage by stage breakdown of one
of my paintings. This measures 24by 48
inches and is the excavation on the Pacific
side of the Canal.

I have the canvases custom stretched at
a local art store here in Los Angeles. My

color palette is basically a warm and a cool
of the primaries plus what a good painter
friend of mine at Disney called "guest
colors"-colors that I would need for an
accent, or for example, to draw your eyes to
the center ofinterest.

In the photo I worked from, the new ship
channel is to the center right. The existing
Panama Cand locks are on the top left. The
Dredge in the foreground is deepening the
entrance to this channel and will be the focal
point ofthe painting.

STAGE l FITTING THE FORMAT
lfirst cropped the original image to fit a 24-by-48-inch format. Using
burnt sienna, I roughed in the big shapes over a thin wash ofviridian
and ultramarine blue. lt was a rainy overcast day and I wanted to
capture the overall mood first. All I was after was getting the overall
proportions and simplifying the image into the largest shapes possible.

STAGE 2 ROUGH IN THE SHAPES
I started with cooler greens in the background leading to warmer
greens in the foreground. The rough blue shape in the foreground
would be the dredge and the focal point ofthe painting. When I begin,
I try and organize a painting into the simplest shapes possible. The
longer I can keep these large shapes intact, the stronger this painting
will be. I once read some very good advice about painting. lt's not
what you put into a painting, but rather what you leave out. The
simpler the painting the stronger it is.

www. InternationalArtist. com



ln for Maintenonce,30 x 40" (76 x 102 cm)

There are three shifts to the 24-hour work
day. I added the men to give this interest
and scale compared to size ofthe equipment
going in for maintenance. ln the background
is the Paclfic lock site under construction.

\

STAGE 3 LARGEST TO SMALLEST MASSES
I continued roughing in the shapes working from the largest masses to
smallest. I used the largest brush I could for as long as possible.

I find when I get a small brush in my hand I have a gift of ruining
my painting with unnecessary detail. A large brush also keeps a nice
painterly quality to the piece.

STAGE 4 THE FINISHED COMPOSITION
I added the dredge, the focal point in the bottom foreground and
suggested other machinery and equipment in the distance. I spent
most of my time on the dredge with just a hint of details elsewhere.
I was taught to let the viewer finish the painting for you-you don't
have to explain everything, a suggestion is all it takes.

Itt hard to know when you're done. I find if I walk away from a piece

for a few days and come back to i! it will be obvious. I might just add
an accent or two but that's about it. Better to leave something slightly
unfinished than overworked. To me itt important to see the artist's hand.

ALM05T D0l,lE
I'm standing, at right, in front of one of my paintings with Mr. Jorge
Quijano the president and CEO of the Panama Canal Authoriry.
My work chronicling the expansion of the canal will come to an
end, and itt been a remarkable eight years. The expanded canal
is slated to start passing the 1,200-foot long Post-Panamax ships
through its locks in eaAy 2016, just halfa year away. During the past
eight years I ve painted close to 40 oil paintings that will hang in a

museum being constructed to celebrate this extraordinary endeavor.
The museum will house not only my paintings but the work of
other Panamanian artists and artifacts that were unearthed during
construction including a 15d-century Spanish dagger.

It's been a honor to be part ofthis historic effort, and for The
Republic of Panama this is a coming out on the world stage. Itt
hard to describe how much being a part of this has meant to me as

someone who was born here and watched this nation accomplish
what many considered an impossibiliry. To have been a small part of
this has been an extraordinary privilege.W

Painting the Panama Canal Expansion, 2007-2075
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